
Volvo FH5 / FM5 LED DRL conversion kit 2021+
A complete set with LED light emitters for retrofitting your Volvo FH' white light.

Fits both LED and halogen headlights. Available in yellow and white. From 2021+.

Complete set LED emitters for retrofitting your Volvo FH5 or FM5

with amber DRL, or simply for replacing your emitters if one of the original

breaks. These fit Volvo FH5 and FM5 from 2021 and forward. There are in

total 8 high-power LEDs per set with an output that is equivalent to the

original.

Fits both LED and halogen headlights.

The emitters are designed for optimal durability, with powerful high-power

LEDs placed on aluminum PCBs, while the original is standard PCBs. The

aluminum increases the heat transfer to the heat sinks and ensures the

maximum life span of the LEDs. The original connectors are used on all

emitters, so connecting them is straightforward.

Notice that the emitters are not e-approved.

Each set contains four emitters and thermal paste for the mounting. There

are two emitters for each side. 

Dual Color
The Dual color kit makes it possible to switch between white and

yellow DRL. 6 DIP-switches makes it possible to adjust how the different

controls operate. Especially notice DIP5, that makes it possible to choose the

color temperature of the white light - warm white 2700K or xenon white

6000K. Dual color strobe will stay Yellow and 6000K irregardless of setting.

The kit consists of 2 controllers, 4 emitters and wires for connecting

everything. Read more under the manual tab below.

DIP 1 + DIP 2: Strobe mode (4 modes in total)

DIP 3: Split strobe (both stripes strobe simultaneously or in

split)

DIP 4: Dual color strobe, strobe both white and yellow)

DIP 5: Warm white DRL instead of Xenon white

DIP 6: Indicator mode (indicate only with the bottom stripe

og both stripes)

American
The american kits only consists of two yellow emitter for the bottom line of

the DRL. The original in the top will not be replaced.

Mounting
Choose the right product variant, and then look in the manual tab below

Buy online at www.matronics.eu/240800

https://www.matronics.eu//products/datasheet/240800


Product overview

Dual Color Amber / White (2700K/6000K)
+ Strobe

SKU 240805

Yellow
SKU 240800

Golden yellow
SKU 240804

Warm white
SKU 240802

American
SKU 240803
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